JOURNALISTS AND THE OVERTIME
PROVISIONS
OF THE FAIR LABORSTANDARDS
ACT
By Robert Jensen
News media owners and workers have been struggling over whether
journalists are professionals underfederal law and exemptfrom mandatory overtimepayments. Owners argue that journalists are professionals
and need not be paid overtime; journalists disagree. This article reports
on recent case law, which supports the journalists’ position, and suggests
a more detailed examination of the meaning of ”professional” beyond the
law is needed.
Journaliststypicallysee themselvesas skepticalobservers who expose
the pompous rhetoric, self-serving rationalizations, and hypocrisy of news
subjects. So, when journalists and media owners employ such rhetoric and
rationalizations concerning issues about the business of journalism, the
hypocrisy is especially ironic.
Such is the case with both sides of the current debate between owners
and workers over the status of journalists as professionals under federal
labor law. At stake is money: overtime pay that is an additional expense for
owners and additional income for journalists. This struggle has led owners
to argue that journalists are professionals under the law and hence exempt
from the federal mandate Concerning payment of overtime, even though
owners havenever treated workingjournalistslikeprofessionals.Journalists,
on the other hand, argue that they are not professionals and hence are covered by the overtime mandate, even though journalists and their associations
have long held themselves up to the public as professionals.
Part I of this article explains the relevant statutes and regulations.
Part 11 examines the bulk of the recent cases, which support journalistic
workers’ claims to overtime. Part 111looks at the sole case in which a judge
ruled for an owner. Part IV highlights some of the key questions that arise
from this legal issue but also have implications beyond the law.
Passed in 1938as part of the second wave of New Deal legislation, the
Fair Labor StandardsAct (FLSA)lestablished a minimum wage and overtime
compensation at time-and-a-half for hours worked past a forty-hour work
week. The overtime provision does not cover all employees, however,
providing an exemption for: “any employee employed in a bona fide executive, administrative, or professional capacity (including any employee
employed in the capacity of academicadministrativepersonnel or teacher in
elementary or secondary schools),or in the capacity of outside salesman.”*
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The law also includesan exemption for small newspapers (circulation
under 4,000)3and broadcast stations (in certain cities of less than 100,000
population, depending on their distance from other cities).‘ These exemptions have been held to be nondis~riminatory.~In cases where one
company owns a group of newspapers in the same area, a court has ruled
recently that circulation can be aggregated?
Court cases and Department of Labor (DOL) interpretations in the
1940s clearly stated that reporters, editors, and photographers7were not
exempt and had to be paid overtime? The administrativeexemption applies
to a worker whose primary duties relate to ”management policies or general
business operations” and who “customarily and regularly exercises discretion and independent j~dgment.”~
This exemption is rarely the source of
litigation, especially at mainstream news outlets.’O
The professional exemption is of most concern for journalists. Early
court rulings followed the interpretation of the law reached by the Department of Labor, which was charged with promulgatingopinions to be used in
enforcing the FLSA.” The status of journalists under the FLSA must be
examined under the two types of exemptions:the ”learned”and the ”artistic”
professional.The ”learned”categorycovers: “Work requiring knowledge of
an advanced type in a field of science or learning customarily acquired by a
prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction and study, as
distinguished from a generalacademiceducation and from an apprenticeship,
and from training in the performance of routine mental, manual, or physical
processes.”’*
In its interpretations,the DOL clearly rules out journalism as a learned
profession, calling it a “quasi-profession . . . in which the bulk of the employees have acquired their skill by experience rather than by any formal
specialized training.”I3
The “artistic” exemption covers: “Work that is original and creative
in character in a recognized field of artistic endeavor (as opposed to work
which can be produced by a person endowed with general manual or
intellectual ability and training), and the result of which depends primarily
on the invention, imagination, or talent of the empl~yee.”’~
According to the DOL, the “reportingof news, the rewriting of stories
received from various sources, or the routine editorial work of a newspaper” is not exempt.I5 However, editorial writers, columnists, critics, and
“top-flight” writers of analytical and interpretative articles are exempt,
according to the DOL, because of the o r p a l nature of their work.I6
Federalcourtshavelongapplied theseregulationsina straightforward
manner. A U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in 1944 rejected the idea that
joumalistswereleamedprofessionals,statingthatit was”commonknow1edge
that few newspaper employees are graduates of specialized schools of
journalism” and that most editors in the business agreed ”the only practical
school of journalism is the newspaper office.”I7That court also reiterated a
Supreme Court decision18that found no First Amendment violation in the
application of wage-and-hour standards to a newspaper.
In all but one of the cases (see Part 111) where journalistic employees
have been ruled to be professionals, the employees at issue have fit into one
of these narrow exemptions, and the basic definitions have not been challenged. For example:
A city editor was deemed to be a professionalemployee
when writing a training manual. However, a night city editor,
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assistant city editor, and Sunday editor were not executive or
administrative employees, and the newspaper stipulated that
reporters were not exempt.I9
An employee who functioned as head of the news
department of a radio station was exempt as a professional.20
A newspaper employee who wrote commentary,
opinion, and criticism about radio and television programs was
exempt as an artistic professional, even if he was required to
handle some routine work, because he had discretion over the
subjects and tone of his column and produced individualized
analysis, interpretation,and criticism that were the product of
his creativity.21
The sports director/anchor of a small TV station was
an exempt administrative and artistic professional because of
his ”uniqueness as a sportscaster entertainer.”22However,
trial and appellate courts ruled the opposite way in a subsequent case that involved the same stationand same job title, but
a different employee.u

Beginning in the 1980s and into the 199Os,newspaper and broadcast
station owners renewed the challengeto the nonprofessionaldesignationfor
all journalists. In response to the DOL‘s 1986 call for input on proposed
changes in the definitions of profes~ions,2~
the American Newspaper
Publishers Association (ANPA) argued that journalists were artists, not
unlike short-story writers.= The ANPA rejected the view that journalists
were mechanics and argued that “inventiveness” could be more important
for journalists who write ”straight news” than those who write opinion
pieces: “The fact that a reporter avoids or minimizes expressing in the news
story his or her individual views, as those of the newspaper, in no way
supports a conclusion that the reporter does not rely upon interpretation and
creativity to develop that news story.”26
Owners have also pressed their case in court. In four of the recent
cases, two involving newspapers (weekly and daily) and two involving
television (local and network), district courts followed the earlier
interpretations.Appellate decisions have been handed down in three of the
four cases, affirming the results.
In general, these cases suggest that because no formal education is
required for a career in journalism and success is based more on a mix of a
general critical thinking ability and experience,journalistsare not exempt as
learned professionals. And while journalists sometimes do creative and
imaginative work, the courts have ruled that work is not artistic in the sense
intended by the law, and hence journalists are not exempt as artistic
professionals. A more detailed look at some of these cases follows.
In 1981, the DOL filed suit on behalf of thirty-three journalists who
claimed almost $46,OOOin unpaid overtime at theconcord (NewHampshire)
Monitor, a 21,000-circulation nonunion daily. Monitor managers appear to
have been ambiguous about an overtime policy. In depositions and trial
testimony, reporters at the paper told how they were expected to work as
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long as needed to do the job but were both subtly and openly discouraged
from claiming those overtime hours. At the trial one reporter testified,
“Clearlyevery time you put in for overtime,no matter how little, I would say
eyebrows were raised. Voices weren’t necessarily raised, but the message
was clear that overtime was not liked at the Monitor.”27
Another reporter testified that when she went to the city editor to
discuss the problem of gettingher work done without overtime,she was told,
”You’ll have to figurethat one out for yourself.”28
After a ten-day trial in 1986,
U.S. DistrictJudge Shane Devine finally issued a ruling in 1993,” finding for
the employees.30Devine limited the reporters to claims within the two-year
statute of limitations, ruling the paper’s violation was not willful. But he did
award liquidated damages because the paper did not act in good faith.
On the question of the learned professional exemption, Devine noted
that half the journalists in question did not have a journalism degree, finding
that “a good liberal arts education and an ability to think and write clearly
form the foundation of success in journalism”and that no prolonged course
of specialized study is necessary?l O n the artistic exemption, Devine ruled
that while some of the work product of the journalists was original and
creative, most is not, and he rejected the managing editor’s comparison of
journaliststo sculptors, painters, actors, conductors,musicians, and clothing
designers.
Like the judges in other cases, Devine cautioned that the decision was
of limited precedential value because issues of exempt status are ”intensely
factbound and case specific.”32
On appeal, the Monitor unsuccessfully challenged the validity of the
forty-year-old DOL interpretations, suggesting that technological changes
in the news industry undermine the pertinence of those interpretations.The
three-judge panel of the 1st Circuit upheld Devine’s decision that the
interpretations were applicable and pointed out that once that decision was
made, the finding that the journalists were nonexempt was inevitable.%
While noting that the decision should not be read to mean all journalists are
nonexempt and that “newspaper writing is certainly a medium capable of
sustaining creativity,”the appellate court also made it clear that “whetheran
employee is an exempt professional is independent of the title the employer
ascribes to the position.”a
In a case concerninga chain of small weekly papers, an appellatecourt
ruled that thejournalistsclearlywerenotcoveredunder
theleamed profession
exemption and that the artistic exemption was not appropriate because
journalists rely mostly on “intelligence, diligence, and accuracy,” not
imagination, invention, or
But that court noted that the work of a
small paper - collecting information for listings, attending meetings, and
conducting routine interviews with officials- is different from “the type of
fact gathering that demands the skill or expertise of an investigativejoumalist for the Philadelphia Inquirer or Washington Post, or a bureau chief for the New
York Times.”%
The two recent decisions about broadcast media produced similar
results. In 1988, U.S. District Judge Sidney A. Fitzwater ruled that a Texas
televisionstation’sreporters, producers, and directorswere not professionals
under the FLSA and that the station must pay them 0vertime.3~He first
dismissed the learned profession exemption,noting that no formal course of
study is required and that journalists’careers follow a path more akin to “an
apprenticeship and . . . training” rather than “intellectual instruction and
study.”38
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The judge said the work of none of the three types of employees met
the criteria of original and creative work that relies mainly on invention,
imagination, or talent for the artistic exemption. For example, in discussing
producers, Fitzwater wrote, "There is sometestimonythat a talented producer
can weavea newscast in a particularlypleasing manner and can add 'bell and
whistles' that differentiate one newscast from another," but that such work
did not primarily involve invention, imagination, or talent.39Fitzwater also
ruled that producers, directors, and assignment editors do not come under
the administrative or executive exemptions. The station's appeal was
unsuccessful, with a three-judge Circuit panel upholding the District judge
on all matters.40
The other broadcast case concerned employees for NBC's network
news operation and one of its owned-and-operatedstations.In this case, NBC
paid overtime, but at issue was the formula for determining the base salary,
and employees argued that the FLSA was controlling. A US.magistrate
judge ruled that none of the three plaintiffs - an NBC Nightly News writer, a
Weekend News producer, and a field producer for the O&O- were exempt!'
After rejecting the notion that the learned professional exemption applied,
U.S. Magistrate Judge Kathleen Roberts ruled that the employees also were
not artistic professionals,describingtheir work as "functionalin nature" and
depending "primarily upon acquired skill and experience and does not
depend to a sufficient extent upon invention, imagination or talent."42
Roberts also reflected on the irony of each side's arguments:
The testimony on both sides was frequently crafted (one is
tempted to say "scripted") to conform to the language of the
regulations, interpretationsand court decisionsthat each side
perceived to be supportive of its position. . . .This testimony
tended to throw into sharp relief the remarkably ironicnature
of this lawsuit,in which writers and producers at the pinnacle
of accomplishment and prestige in broadcast journalism, in
order to increase their renumeration, present themselves as
simple writers, editors and reporters, who are forced to fit the
news into the rigid molds imposed upon them by their
employer;while NBC extols the plaintiffs as "the best and the
brightest" in the country, but argues that they are therefore
too creative, talented, and independent to merit increased
~ay.4~

In 1986,ninety-nineWashingtonPost reporters, editors,photographers,
and copy aides (the list of plaintiffs was reduced to thirteen and then
eventually to just Sherwood) filed suit in an attempt to reverse the paper's
policy of paying overtimeonly to employees who make less than a specified
amount per week ($740at the time the suit was filed). The complaint first
camebeforethe1ateU.S.DistrictJudgeGerhardGesell,who granted summary
judgment to thePost.@Thatdecisionwasovertumed45and
sentbackforatrial
beforeJudgeNorma HollowayJohnson,whoalsoruledforthePost,declaring
Shenvood to be an artistic professional.*
Johnson explicitly rejected the authority of the DOL interpretations,
ruling that the news businesshad changed sigruficantlysince the 1940s.Gone
are the days when "leg men" gathered facts and called them into "rewrite
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men,” who wrote the stories. While those older reporting jobs did not require
”invention, imagination, and talent,” Sherwood’s job did, Johnson ruled.
Following Gesell’s ruling, Johnson concluded the interpretationswere ”useful, guides, nothing more” that should be accorded very little eight.'^
In labeling Sherwood - who during the period in question covered
Virginia politics, the D.C. government, and the vice presidential campaign an artistic professional, Johnson stressed Sherwood’s talent for cultivating
sources and identifying important stories. He wrote with creativity and
imagination to produce the “artful” stories the Post expected, Johnson
ruled. Sherwood had testified that his primary duty was to gather facts,
but
The Court finds that Sherwood’sjob did require him to gather
facts, but that fact gathering was only one aspect of his duty as
a reporter. Sherwood’sjob also required him to originate story
ideas, piece together seemingly unrelated facts, analyze facts
and circumstances,and present his news stories in an engaging
style. The Court further finds that Sherwoods fact gathering
involved more than passively writing down what others told
him. He was required to cultivatesources,utilizehisimagination
and other skills in seeking information, and continually
developing his finely tuned interview skills.”48
In short, Johnson ruled, Sherwood ”was not a robot run by his edit01-s.”~~
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Johnson’s ruling, which has been appealed to the D.C. Circuit Court,%
raises the question of whether a change is likely in future judicial interpretations of the professionalexemption.At this point, there seems to be no reason
to expect similar rulings in most cases. Sherwood was a highly paid, wellrespected political reporter at one of the country’s top papers. While that
does not automatically dictate that reporters such as Sherwood should be
included under the professional exemption, Sherwood’sexperience, skills,
and assignments meant he had more freedom to set his own direction and
work schedulethan reportersat smallerpapers, or journalists at larger papers
who do more routine work. As judges have consistently pointed out, these
determinations are highly fact-specific, and the decision in Sherwood is
unlikely to be influential in the more common cases involving smaller papers and broadcast stations.
But, while the courts seem likely to continue to view working journalists as nonprofessionals, the larger question of the professional status of
journalists remains unresolved.Of course, the definition of a term for use in
legal proceedings does not dictate the definition used in the culture more
broadly;journalistshaveargued,and can continuetoargue, that “professional”
has a specific meaning for purposes of the FLSA and quite a different
meaning outside the law. Likewise, owners can make the same claim, with
different interpretations of the definitions. But the appearance of hypocrisy
remains.
“Professional,“in fact, means different things in different contexts.In
one sense, it marks an occupationalgroup’s ability to definemembership and
control entry into the labor market through education requirements and
licensing.Freidsonpointsout that in the extreme,thiskind of “credentialism”
creates “an occupational cartel, which gains and preserves monopolistic
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control over the supply of a good or service in order to enhance the income
of its members by protecting them from competition by ~thers.’’~’
In another sense, “professional” suggests a certain kind of moral
autonomy for the professional worker, who can in varying ways operate
outside institutional structures. When an occupation is a profession in this
sense, one defining characteristic, according to Freidson, is autonomy: ”the
freedom to employ discretion in performing work in the light of personal,
presumably schooled judgment that is not available to those without the
same qualification^."^^
And, finally, ”professional” simply can designate a person or
occupationalgroup with a certain kind of status in society. Abbott observes:
“People don’t want to call automobilerepair a profession because they don‘t
want to accord it that dignity.This unwillingnessprobably has less to do with
the actual characteristics of automobile repair as an intellectual discipline which are conceptually quite close to those of medicine- than it does with the
status of the work and of those who do it.”53
By this common-sensedefinition, journalists generally are regarded both by themselves and the public - as professionals. Working journalists
tend to, as the author of a trade-press article puts it, “think of themselves as
more professional than proletarian. ..Their work is creative, their clothes are
clean, and they are on a first-namebasis with prominent.po1iticians.””This
is the “professional orientation” that McLeod and Hawley found in their
survey of jo~rnalists.5~
The overtime issue provides employees and owners with a convenient opportunity to rethink professional status. Because almost every
interpretation of the First Amendment precludes any control over entrance
into journalism, professionalism-as-credentialismis not a viable possibility.
Meanwhile, journalists will likely continue to think of themselves as
professionals in the common-sensedefinition, as will owners and the public.
The real debate should be over the autonomy of journaliststo make moral and
political decisions about the organization of newsrooms and their work. At
this point, it seems more accurate to describe journalists working at mainstream news outlets as technicians, defined by Freidson as ”practitioners
divorced from policy determination - particularly those whose work is
amenable to formal structuring.”56While newspapers and broadcast stations allow journalists varying levels of discretion, and at times the newsgathering process is actually collaborative, journalists clearly do not have
professional autonomy.
This kind of discussion about what professionalism in journalism
means need not take place within the confines of traditional sociologicalor
legal definitions of the professions. Journalistic workers can organize in
unions as workers and still pursue professional goals?’ Or, journalists could
abandon professionalization for a more openly critical and politicized role in
society,as somehave argued.” No matter what the eventual resolutionof the
legal issue may be, journalists should begin to consider what professional
autonomy would mean for themselves as workers and for the public.
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